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CELEBRATING 29 YEARS

SERVING THE CAR OPENING INDUSTRY WITH PRIDE SINCE 1986
JACK SETS LIKE NO OTHER IN THE INDUSTRY

51" Long

THE IDEAL LENGTH FOR A LONG REACH TOOL. Not too long, not too short. Just the right size.

NEW STORE-N-GO™ HANDLE
Keeps fresh tips at hand

SCRATCH-PROOF SHIELD (WON’T SCRATCH PAINT)
All other long reach tools out there are hard powder coating

ATTACH YOUR ACCESSORY BAG HERE
Keep your One Hand-Jack and Air Wedge in a heavy duty carrying case like the one that comes with most jack sets.

EPDM RUBBER TIPS (NOT SLIPPERY VINYL)
Won’t slip off of door lock button

OUR LONG REACH TOOLS COME IN 3 DIFFERENT LENGTHS AND 2 DIFFERENT TYPES OF MATERIAL

REGULAR

BIG MAX LONG REACH (58”)

QUICK MAX LONG REACH (51”)

LITTLE MAX LONG REACH (36”)

STAINLESS STEEL

BIG MAX LONG REACH (58”)

QUICK MAX LONG REACH (51”)

LITTLE MAX LONG REACH (36”)

All Stainless Steel Long Reach Tools Come With A Lifetime Warranty*

BASIC USE OF YOUR JACK SET

1. Carefully insert the One Hand Jack in between the door frame and the center frame to create enough room to insert the Air Jack air wedge. **Door-to-door frame only.** DO NOT pry the One Hand Jack against the roof of the vehicle or against any other part of the vehicle that consists of sheet (soft) metal.

2. Inset the Air Jack air wedge at the top of the door. Swing the Air Jack left and right to help insertion. Once inserted, close the air valve and inflate the Air Jack to create enough room to insert the long reach tool.

3. With the Air Jack still inserted and inflated, carefully insert the long reach tool and maneuver it to the lock button or to the handle to open the vehicle.

USE LONG REACH TOOL TO OPEN CAR

FRAMELESS WINDOWS

1. For vehicles without frame around glass **do not use** the One Hand Jack as it might break the glass. Instead, carefully insert the Glassman tool under the glass. Swing the Glassman up and down to aid insertion.

2. Carefully insert the long reach tool inside the Glassman Wedge and maneuver it to the lock button or to the handle to open the vehicle.
LONG REACH SETS

CHOOSE YOUR JACK SET BASED ON:
Air Wedge Size | One Hand Jack Style | Long Reach Tool Length | Long Reach Tool Material

ONE HAND JACK SET
The best-selling long reach set on the market includes all of the tools needed to open virtually any vehicle on the road today.

- Quick Max Long Reach
- Button Strip Tool
- Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Heavy Duty Carrying Pouch
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

ONE HAND JACK SET
ITEM # OHJS4

ONE HAND JACK SET STAINLESS STEEL
ITEM # OHJS4SS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

ONE HAND JACK SET LONG CASE
Based on the popular One Hand Jack Set (above), this variant trades the Carrying Pouch for a Long Carrying Case that will hold all of your tools.

- Quick Max Long Reach
- Button Strip Tool
- Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Heavy Duty Long Carrying Case
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

ONE HAND JACK SET LONG CASE
ITEM # OHJS4LC

ONE HAND JACK SET LONG CASE STAINLESS STEEL
ITEM # OHJS4LCSS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

SUPER ONE HAND JACK SET
This Jack Set variant upgrades the Air Jack® in the One Hand Jack Set to a Super Air Jack® for this set.

- Quick Max Long Reach
- Button Strip Tool
- Super Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Heavy Duty Carrying Pouch
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

SUPER ONE HAND JACK SET
ITEM # SOHJS4

SUPER ONE HAND JACK SET STAINLESS STEEL
ITEM # SOHJS4SS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

SUPER MEGA JACK SET
This Jack Set variant includes the larger Super Air Jack® and both sizes of the One Hand Jack tool.

- Quick Max Long Reach
- Button Strip Tool
- Super Air Jack® air wedge
- Super One Hand Jack
- One Hand Jack
- Heavy Duty Carrying Pouch
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

SUPER MEGA JACK SET
ITEM # SMJS4

SUPER MEGA JACK SET STAINLESS STEEL
ITEM # SMJS4SS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS
**BIG MAX JACK SET**
This is the ideal Jack Set for anyone who wants the extra length of the Big Max long reach tool, and the larger sized Super Air Jack® air wedge.
- Big Max Long Reach
- Button Strip Tool
- Super Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Heavy Duty Carrying Pouch
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

**BIG MAX JACK SET**
ITEM # BMJS4

**BIG MAX JACK SET STAINLESS STEEL**
ITEM # BMJS4SS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

**TWIN AIR JACK® SET**
The only Jack Set that includes both the Twin Air Jack® and Mini Starter Air Jack®, in addition to the Button Master, allows you to conquer almost any vehicle.
- Quick Max Long Reach
- Button Master
- Twin Air Jack® air wedge
- Mini Starter Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Heavy Duty Long Carrying Case
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

**TWIN AIR JACK® SET**
ITEM # TAWJS4

**TWIN AIR JACK® SET STAINLESS STEEL**
ITEM # TAWJS4SS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

**LIGHTNING ROD KIT**
The perfect Jack Set for anyone working in low-light conditions where the LED tip on the Lightning Rod sheds much needed light inside the vehicle.
- Lightning Rod Long Reach
- Button Strip Tool
- Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Heavy Duty Carrying Pouch
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

**LIGHTNING ROD KIT**
ITEM # LRKAW

**ECONOMY JACK SETS**

**VALUE ONE HAND JACK SET**
An economy Jack Set that does not come with a Carrying Case.
- Quick Max Long Reach
- Button Strip Tool
- Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack

**VALUE ONE-HAND JACK SET**
ITEM # VOHJS4

**VALUE ONE-HAND JACK SET STAINLESS STEEL**
ITEM # VOHJS4SS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

**FAST ACCESS CAR OPENING SET**
The perfect Jack Set for any DIY individual who will only be opening cars on an emergency basis and is not an industry professional.
- Flex Max Long Reach
- Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Button Strip Tool
- 3 Extra Tips
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

**FAST ACCESS CAR OPENING SET**
ITEM # FACOS
LONG REACH SETS

EMERGENCY RESPONSE KIT
Our very popular tool set that includes virtually all of the tools and accessories needed for a long reach lockout in a compact size and design. The Long Case variant includes the durable 1-piece Quick Max long reach tool and Long Carrying Case.

- Snap-N-Lock Long Reach
- Flex Max Long Reach
- Button Master
- Super Air Jack® air wedge
- Super One Hand Jack
- One Hand Jack
- Glassman Wedge
- Wonder Shield
- Heavy Duty 30” Carrying Case
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

EMERGENCY RESPONSE KIT LONG CASE
A variant of the Emergency Response Kit that upgrades the two piece Snap N Lock tool for the durable one piece Quick Max long reach. Along with this change comes the upgrade from a 30” Heavy Duty Carrying Case to a Heavy Duty Long Case that will hold all of the tools together conveniently.

- Quick Max Long Reach
- Flex Max Long Reach
- Button Master
- Super Air Jack® air wedge
- Super One Hand Jack
- One Hand Jack
- Glassman Wedge
- Wonder Shield
- Heavy Duty Long Carrying Case
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

EMERGENCY RESPONSE KIT - LONG CASE
ITEM # ERKLC
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

MASTER TECHNICIAN CAR OPENING SET
A variant of the popular Emergency Response Kit that includes the Access Smart Light for low-light condition lockouts.

- Snap-N-Lock Long Reach
- Flex Max Long Reach
- Button Master
- Super Air Jack® air wedge
- Super One Hand Jack
- One Hand Jack
- Glassman Wedge
- Access Smart Light
- Wonder Shield
- Heavy Duty 30” Carrying Case
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

MASTER TECHNICIAN CAR OPENING SET
ITEM # MTCOS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

DESIGNED FOR VEHICLES FOUND IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

EUROPEAN CAR OPENING SET
Designed for vehicles in European countries that have different features and functionality than those found in the US.

- Multi Tip Max Long Reach
- Mega Master
- Air Jack® air wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Glassman Wedge
- Access Smart Light
- Wonder Shield
- Heavy Duty 48” Carrying Case
- Quick Instructional Manual & DVD

EUROPEAN CAR OPENING SET
ITEM # ECOS
Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS
**AIR JACKS**

Our Air Jack® air wedges are the industry standard and best-selling available. They all feature Ballistic Nylon construction, an internal stiffener for easy insertion, and interchangeable Bulb-Valve assemblies.

**AIR JACK® FOUR PACK** ITEM # AJFP

![Air Jack® air wedge images]

**TWIN AIR JACK® AIR WEDGE** ITEM # TAW

**SUPER AIR JACK® AIR WEDGE** ITEM # SAW

**AIR JACK® AIR WEDGE** ITEM # AW

**MINI STARTER AIR JACK® AIR WEDGE** ITEM # MAW

**AIR WEDGE REPAIR KIT** ITEM # AW-RPK

**ONE HAND JACKS**

An alternative to the standard door-stopper style wedge, the One Hand Jack works as a pry-bar pivoting the door from the door frame without contacting the weather stripping and causing damage.

**SUPER ONE HAND JACK** ITEM # SOHJ

**ONE HAND JACK** ITEM # OHJ

**GLASSMAN WEDGE**

A must-have tool for any frameless window vehicle, the Glassman Wedge replaces the One Hand Jack and Air Wedge typically used on vehicles. The Glassman Wedge provides the gap needed to insert the long reach tool inside the wedge itself, preventing the glass from shattering.

**GLASSMAN WEDGE** ITEM # GM2
The only long reach tools on the market that are vinyl coated rather than painted, keeping the user from scratching the vehicle when performing a lockout. Available in multiple lengths and flex-levels, there is a long reach perfect for every vehicle. The Store-N-Go handle on most of the tools holds multiple extra long reach tool tips, as well as provides a place to clip the accessory bag.

**LIGHTNING ROD**
The perfect long reach for anyone working in low-light conditions where the LED tip on the Lightning Rod sheds much needed light inside the vehicle.
SNAP-N-LOCK
The only two piece tool on the market that does not screw together. The Snap-N-Lock design ensures a strong, durable, easy to use connection that allows the long tool to break down for each storage and transportation. Optional accessories in the Complete Kit make the tool more usable with the LED lighted tip, magnetic tip, and loop tip for vertical button vehicles.

Add 12 replacement tips: ITEM # SNG-TIPS

TWO PIECE LIGHTNING ROD
The perfect long reach for anyone working in low-light conditions where the LED tip on the Lightning Rod sheds much needed light inside the vehicle. This product features our Snap-N-Lock technology making it easy to store and transport.

VERTICAL LOCK BUTTON TOOLS

BUTTON MASTER
The world’s best way to open vehicles with vertical lock buttons. A flexible tool with a snare loop that makes it easy to maneuver inside the vehicle and grab any button, opening a vehicle in seconds.

ITEM # RCBM

HEAVY DUTY BUTTON MASTER
The Heavy Duty version features a thicker more durable curl-resistant wire.

ITEM # RCBMHD

STAINLESS STEEL BUTTON MASTER
The Stainless Steel version is an upgrade to the standard Button Master featuring a rust-resistant material.

ITEM # RCBMSS

MEGA MASTER
The Mega Master is twice the length of the Button Master, with a loop large enough to grab door handles and loose keys inside the vehicle.

ITEM # RCMM

BUTTON STRIP TOOL
A favorite for decades, this flexible tool features a gritty material in the center which grips most vertical buttons with ease.

ITEM # BS
COMPLETE LOCKSMITH SETS

SUPER PRO
Our most complete locksmith set available, consisting of all of the in-the-door tools needed for virtually any vehicle since 1979. Updated every single year, the Car Opening Manual includes detailed diagrams, images, and step-by-step instructions on how to open every single vehicle on the road since 1979 to present day. The Super Pro includes every accessory tool and enough long reach tools to conquer any vehicle. The perfect set for the professional who wants to make sure all of the bases are covered when arriving on scene.

- All Current In-The-Door Tools
- Car Opening Manual on CD-ROM
- Instructional DVD
- Button Master
- Snap-N-Lock Long Reach
- Flex Max Long Reach
- Glassman Wedge
- Super One Hand Jack
- One Hand Jack
- Super Air Jack® air wedge
- Wedgee Wedge with Strip Savers
- Wonder Shield
- Button Strip Tool
- Slim Jim
- Power Grip Tip Set
- Heavy Duty Mega Deluxe Carrying Case

SUPER PRO
ITEM # SPRO

SUPER COMBO
Our most popular locksmith set available, the Super Combo is the least expensive set that includes all of the in-the-door tools available. Including the Car Opening Manual and long reach opening accessories, this set cannot be beat. Updated every single year, the Car Opening Manual includes detailed diagrams, images, and step-by-step instructions on how to open every single vehicle on the road since 1979 to present day. A favorite of locksmith professionals and organizations worldwide.

- All Current In-The-Door Tools
- Instructional DVD
- Flex Max Long Reach
- Glassman Wedge
- One Hand Jack
- Air Jack® air wedge
- Wedgee Wedge with Strip Savers
- Wonder Shield
- Button Strip Tool
- Slim Jim
- Power Grip Tip Set
- Heavy Duty Mega Deluxe Carrying Case

SUPER COMBO
ITEM # AMSC

CHOOSE YOUR COMPLETE LOCKSMITH SET BASED ON:
Number of In-The-Door Tools | Included Accessories
VALUE SET
The best value of any complete locksmith set we sell, the Value Set comes with the most popular in-the-door tools, the car opening manual, and enough accessories to open virtually every popular vehicle on the road. Updated every single year, the Car Opening Manual includes detailed diagrams, images, and step-by-step instructions on how to open every single vehicle on the road since 1979 to present day.

- Most Popular In-The-Door Tools
- Car Opening Manual in Print
- Flex Max Long Reach
- One Hand Jack
- Air Jack® air wedge

VALUE SET ITEM # AMVS

TRAVEL LOCKOUT KIT
Designed as a supplementary kit for a professional who already owns a Complete Locksmith Set and would like to have a more streamlined set for a secondary vehicle or emergency scenario. This kit includes just the essentials for most openings you will encounter.

- Essential In-The-Door Tools
- Car Opening Manual in Print
- Flex Max Long Reach
- One Hand Jack
- Air Jack® air wedge

TRAVEL LOCKOUT KIT ITEM # TLOK

TRUCK MASTER SET
If you only ever work on Commercial Trucks, Heavy Duty vehicles, and 18 wheelers, then this kit was designed for you. Including only the tools needed to access these vehicles, and a Truck Opening Manual unlike any other in the industry. If you would also like to open Cars/SUVs/Pickup Trucks, etc. then the Super Combo and Super Pro are the best options as they include everything included in this set.

- Truck Related In-The-Door Tools
- Truck Opening Manual in Print
- Truck Wedge

TRUCK MASTER SET ITEM # TMS

CAR OPENING MANUAL IN PRINT
Updated every single year, this manual includes detailed diagrams, images, and step-by-step instructions on how to open every single vehicle on the road since 1979 to present day.

CAR OPENING MANUAL IN PRINT ITEM # MS

CAR OPENING MANUAL ON CD-ROM
For any professional who wants access to our famous Car Opening Manual from a computer or laptop.

CAR OPENING MANUAL ON CD-ROM ITEM # CD

INSTRUCTIONAL DVD
A collection of openings on video to help give you an idea on how to use various tools on various vehicles. A great training aid for any novice professional.

INSTRUCTIONAL DVD ITEM # INSTDVD
SLIM JIM
An old favorite updated for modern vehicles. A variety of Slim Jims work many vertical lock button vehicles.

INDIVIDUAL IN THE DOOR TOOLS
Replacement tools for the Complete Locksmith Sets, great for anyone who has lost an important tool or would like a backup of their favorite tool. The popular “S” tool (#47) is an industry standard.

REPLACEMENT CARRYING CASES
Replacement carrying cases for our Complete Locksmith Sets and Long Reach Tool sets. If your case has worn out after many years of use, you can easily replace or upgrade your case.
ACCESS SMART LIGHT
If you perform any work in low-light conditions, at night, or on vehicles with heavily tinted windows then this windshield mounted flashlight is a must-have. 24 bright LEDs run on 4 AA batteries and suction cups to the windshield providing a floodlight effect, illuminating the vehicle making your job much easier.

STORE-N-GO REPLACEMENT TIPS
A dozen replacement tips for any of our long reach tools feature the White Tip.

POWER GRIP TIP SET
An assortment of tips that complements our Complete Locksmith Sets. A few of every tip we have, great for replacing worn out tips on your older tools.

WEDGEE WEDGE
Designed for in-the-door tools, this Wedge with its integrated Strip Savers will make tool insertion easy into any door panel, bypassing all weather-stripping preventing damage to the vehicle.

TRUCK WEDGE
Designed for heavy duty doors like those found on commercial trucks, this wedge helps provide the space needed to insert your in-the-door tool without damage to the weather stripping. Not recommended for use on long reach openings.

CLASSIC DOUBLE WEDGE
(Not sold individually)

WONDER SHIELD
Designed to help protect the weather stripping when inserting a wedge into a door jam, the Wonder Shield is a must-have for anyone performing long reach style openings.

STRIP SAVERS
Designed to help protect the weather stripping when inserting a wedge into a door panel, the Strip Savers are a must-have for anyone performing in-the-door style openings. Sold in pairs.

WEDGE PACK
An assortment of different wedges, including the Wedgee Wedge and Truck Wedge, giving you many choices for your in-the-door tool openings. Not recommended for use on long reach openings.
SMASH FILM
Heavy Duty Collision Film designed to protect a vehicle’s interior during transport and storage. Cover any broken or damaged window or windshield. Features a high-tack no-residue adhesive, UV protective coating, and a puncture resistant extra thick 4MM material. 36” wide x 100’ long. Great for the towing, recovery, and transportation industries as well as in body shops and repair facilities.

SMASH FILM
ITEM # SF

DAMAGE GUARD
Vehicles with delicate painted B-pillars and door frames require extra protection to ensure a damage-free opening. This roll of heavy duty 5MM protective tape is perforated every 6” for easy dispensing. Apply a small strip to the vehicle where you will be working and enjoy the peace of mind knowing you will not scratch the vehicle. 100’ roll provides enough for about 200 lockouts.

DAMAGE GUARD
ITEM # DG

LONG REACH TRUCK RACK
Gone are the days of throwing your long reach tools and accessories behind the seat in your pickup truck or tow truck cab, only to find them mangled and damaged from knocking around under your seat. This rack installs with no vehicle modifications or tools required. No drilling, taping, gluing, cutting, or welding. Simply slip into place, secure the tension nuts and hang all of your tools. Fits virtually all pickup trucks and tow trucks.

LONG REACH TRUCK RACK
ITEM # LRTR
EASY OFF TWIST SOCKET SET
Locking Security Lug Nuts and Damaged Lug Nuts are no match for this socket set. Simply tap the socket onto the lug nut and spin it off with a breaker bar or socket wrench. Not for use with an Impact Gun. The five included sizes cover virtually every vehicle on the road.

EASY OFF TWIST SOCKET SET
ITEM # EO

SPARE TIRE KIT
Designed as a replacement to the key and crank included with vehicles that feature spare tires mounted underneath the vehicle. Rather than search for the customers key and crank, which can be time consuming and dangerous, the Spare Tire Kit makes this job a cinch. Use the included Manual to find the correctly numbered tool, snap it together with the crank extension and lower the spare tire in seconds.

SPARE TIRE KIT
ITEM # STK

WHEEL BULLETS
Holds wheel in place while working on European vehicles without studs. Wheel Bullets are guide pin wheel hangers designed to aid in the safe and effective removal and installation of wheels on European vehicles that lack the wheel studs American vehicles have. The 6 Pack is perfect for the at-home mechanic or DIY individual. The 24 Pack is perfect for the professional mechanic or automotive enthusiast.

WHEEL BULLETS 6-PACK
ITEM # WB6
6 PACK
14MM X 1.5 (black) Qty: 2
14MM X 1.25 (blue) Qty: 2
12MM X 1.5 (red) Qty: 2

WHEEL BULLETS 24-PACK
ITEM # WB24
24 PACK
14MM X 1.5 (black) Qty: 8
14MM X 1.25 (blue) Qty: 8
12MM X 1.5 (red) Qty: 8
Disclaimer: The tools and accessories sold in this catalog are designed for use expressly by professional locksmiths, tow truck operators, and those in the automotive industries. These products are not intended for use by the general public.